In her recent study of the writing arts in early modern England, Juliet Fleming has provided a thought-provoking treatment of graffiti. Exploring a range of practices from tattooing to the making of pots, her work challenges the founding division in literary studies between the sensible and the intelligible, positing “a historical moment when the distinction between the letter and the spirit could be differently understood.” Fleming persuasively exposes a conceptual space within sixteenth-century culture inhabited by “writing that is not seeking apotheosis as a text.” The paradigmatic example of this is the posy, whose defining feature is the significance accorded to its material embodiment such that it “cannot exist as text in the abstract.” In this viewpoint, the scene of writing is decentered, moving beyond the limits of the page to an engagement with different materials and methods, and it is from this perspective that the subject of graffiti is approached. Tracking early modern habits in the textual embellishment of domestic interiors, be it through the painting up of self-reflexive, improving phrases or, in a paper-short society, as quite simply “the primary scene of writing in early modern England,” Fleming’s argument confronts the reductive reading of writing on walls as being by definition transgressive. In place of the notion of trespass, Fleming argues that wall-writing was a commonplace activity. Not only was it widespread but it participated in collective, aphoristic conceptions of authorship, evidenced in such productions as posies in the guise of rings or entwined in human hair.

My own work on graffiti builds on Fleming’s insights but approaches the subject from a different direction. As Fleming points out, “graffiti in its modern sense is an effect of categorization.” To my mind, her work suggests the factors that render the term graffiti ineffective for analysis of the period and my aim is to supply another context for understanding early
modern practices of writing on civic surfaces. In consequence, this is an essay about the reading of the early modern city. I focus on public responses to the range of textual forms that both characterized and composed the civic surface. From examination of such public material texts, a picture emerges, often indirectly, of contrasting investments in the city and the conflicting readings these texts are capable of generating. If early modern society does not prosecute graffiti as trespass, it can nevertheless read transgression within the rich forms of a materially located textuality. Focusing upon the libel, usually understood as a form of writing practice, I argue instead for regarding it as an identifiable reading practice attentive to the broader forms of textuality involved in interpretation. The period possessed its own tools for reading and categorizing the transgressive use of text, its material form, and its spatial positioning, and these elements are best comprehended, I suggest, under the rubric acts of libel.

Leaving one’s mark: The signs of authorship

Modern attitudes toward graffiti risk obscuring conceptions of textual intervention in the early modern civic environment. A reductive model of the textual and material complexity of graffiti is evident from the term’s first deployment in relation to wall decorations at Pompeii. Typical is Cecil Weatherley’s article for the 1910 Encyclopaedia Britannica, which defined graffiti as “a general term for the casual writings, rude drawings and markings on ancient buildings, in distinction from the more formal or deliberate writings known as inscriptions.”

The attempt to construct an opposition between the formality and self-possession of inscriptions and the parasitic scratchings and scrawlings of graffiti is predicated upon a deeply unstable distinction between casual and deliberate writing. In contrast to the authority of inscription, the graffito inclines definitively away from the textual in precipitous descent from a script marked by its cursoriness, to graphic obscenity, to the almost animal “marking” of territory.

Weatherley’s attitude is symptomatic of a tendency to detextualize the manner of graffiti’s intervention, a response that restricts the potential signification of graffiti to that of destruction. In a contemporary context, terms such as daubing, scrawling, and defacing are habitually employed to calumniate the activity. From a legal perspective, the practice elicits the charge of criminal damage, which regards graffiti not as an act of writing or drawing but as the destruction of property. Even for those who do
accord a level of value to graffiti as texts, a residual element of their stigmatization is present in the reductive reading of graffiti texts as in some sense “primitive.”

One consequence of this legacy has been a tendency to take graffiti texts a little too readily at face value and hence to underestimate their complexity. For even the most experienced historian of the practice, part of the attraction has been the challenge to reconstruct the artist or culprit from the material trace, but this needs to be tempered by an appreciation of the textual strategies involved. Hence one recent commentator on the extensive collection of early modern inscriptions preserved in the Tower of London remarks that the examples of carved coats of arms are “a way of signing a noble name.” Carved in stone rather than scripted in ink, however, neither textual name nor coat of arms constitutes the particular and recognizable sign of authorship of an individual. They are not a proof of presence. We might more profitably think of the “signature” as just one effect produced by citing upon the walls of these former cells a name and family. Yet for several generations of visitors to the Tower, the citation of the name has served as the material detail through which the experience of incarceration is reanimated in the form of individual biography.

Modern day responses of this kind can be compared to perhaps the most famous example of all from the early modern period, Elizabeth I’s inscription at Woodstock, first recorded by John Foxe.

these verses she wrot w[ith] her diamond in a glas window,

\textit{Much suspected by me}

\textit{Nothing proved can be,}

Quod Elisabeth the prisoner.

Foxe describes an event rather than claiming to record any material evidence; however, the chance survival of three travelers’ reports compiled in succeeding years at the close of the sixteenth century suggest this act of engraved resistance was reproduced \textit{in situ} as part of a tourist itinerary celebrating the Protestant monarch’s long march to the throne. Beginning with Paul Hentzer in 1598, all three of the visitors to Woodstock record the longer poem commencing “Oh fortune thy Wrestling wavering state” (not mentioned by Foxe) for which Hentzer is the earliest known source. Each of the accounts also notes the vital detail of the “signature” shared with Foxe (“Elisabeth a prisoner”), which defines the situation of resistance and appears to validate its status as a surviving trace. In addition to these fea-
tures, Baron Waldstein, who visited Woodstock in 1600, also records the presence of the couplet mentioned by Foxe.

On textual grounds alone, the extent of both overlap and divergence across these accounts suggests that we are dealing with a concerted attempt to sustain and perhaps embellish the impact of Elizabeth’s imprisonment. There is, however, additional evidence of material inconsistencies touching both the site and the medium of inscription, further undermining the possibility of claiming authenticity for these marks. Foxe’s inscription in the window is superseded in Hentzer and Platter by one on the shutter, and in Waldstein the scene of writing has further migrated, to the wall. Similarly, the medium shifts from the relatively durable diamond on glass to the far more vulnerable, but seemingly longer-lasting, charcoal on wood. Waldstein, however, betrays no doubts in his report. “The thing above all to see in this palace,” he notes, “is the room in which the present Queen Elizabeth was kept prisoner. . . . Even now one can read her verses in English, written on the wall in Elizabeth’s own handwriting.” In spite of the inconsistencies outlined above, this response does not appear to me in any sense a gullible one. Rather it suggests a high degree of literacy in reading a material text of this kind. Moving from the location to the text known to be the queen’s, the material trace is individualized as the product of a reading experience that understands the substance and the subject of such a text. It is this literacy which we need to recapture if we are to understand the uses of material inscription in the early modern period.

For early modern London, one person above all others stands out as the agent and advocate of reading the civic surface: John Stow. Where Woodstock had its overseers pointing out, and possibly painting in, the elements from which a reading of Elizabeth’s experience could be constructed, London had Stow’s Survey. Stow’s text interrogates the civic surface for any information that might inculcate in the reader an identification between the citizen and the fabric of the community. Seeking to amplify the traces of a civic identity, the Survey of London constitutes an active intervention in the reading of the civic surface, attempting to re-present the structures of the commune as already inscribed with evidence of that relationship. In the process, the antiquarian Stow puts himself forward as both recorder and explicator of names inscribed into the civic surface—whether written or emblematically denoted by coat of arms, as at the Pope’s Head Tavern, Ely Place, and Leadenhall (SL, 1:199, 2:35, 1:154). Stow repeatedly draws attention to the material traces remaining in the fabric of the city that testify to the works and days of absent Londoners. Thus in Foster Lane, for exam-
ple, he records how “without the Church [of St. Leonard’s] is graven in stone on the east ende, John Brokeitwell, an especiall reedifier . . . thereof” (SL, 1:306). Stow’s reading of the name in the street is supplemented by information that connects the inscription to the site it inhabits, underlining the link between the citizen and the physical form of the city. But Stow is prepared to do more than merely record, as he reveals when describing the quadrant reserved for prisoners at Ludgate:

certaine verses grauven in Copper, and fixed on the saide quad-
rant, I haue read in forme following.

Deuot soules that passe this way,
for Stephen Forster late Maior, heartily pray,
And Dame Agnes his spouse, to God consecrate,
that of pitie this house made for Londoners in Ludgate

This place [i.e., plaque] . . . taken downe with the old gate, I
causd to be fixed over the entrie of the said Quadrant, but the
verses being vnhappily turned inward to the wall, procured the
like in effect to be grauven outward in prose, declaring him to be a
Fishmonger, because some vpon a light occasion (as a maidens
heade in a glasse window) had fabled him to bee a Mercer, and to
haue begged there at Ludgate, &c. (SL, 1:40)

In this passage, Stow’s project moves from simple description of the links that bind individual and community within the confines of the city to the active inscription of that relationship into the fabric of the city. Stow not only records a now invisible text but produces a new intervention in the textual surface of Ludgate. Above all, however, it is the events that provoke this act which are worthy of note. The new text is engraved by Stow in direct response to a prevalent series of misreadings in which the image of a woman’s head in a window has been taken for the Maidenhead that comprises the Mercers’ arms—precisely the kind of sign upon which Stow focuses in the Survey. This misconstruction is coupled with the more malicious suggestion that Ludgate was Foster’s begging post—a reading that plays upon the cultural associations of the site as both a begging point and debtor’s prison. Strikingly, this counter-reading is founded upon the appropriation of the significance of both the sign itself and the symbolic topography of the city.
Contested surfaces

Stow’s management of the Maidenhead misreadings at Ludgate takes place against the backdrop of a perceived subversive literacy in the reading of civic surfaces which his act of inscription and the printed text of the *Survey* move to contain. Few details are given to establish further the kind of reading practice that so threatens Stow’s interests in civic memorialization, but the instance of personal intervention suggests the depth of concern provoked. To elucidate the conflicting interests that register here we need to turn to the work of Stow’s fellow antiquarian William Camden, whose *Britannia* is rich in examples of both inscriptions and responses to them. In this work, Camden notes a large number of standing stones and epigraphs in an effort to retrieve an often far distant past and to lay it open for study. In doing so he is prepared to appeal to the expertise of others, as with the mysterious inscription in Derwent: “[b]ut what they [the characters] signifie . . . let the learned determine thereof” (*Brit.*, 768).21 Such admissions of indeterminacy, however, are directed only to the limited Latinist readership (before 1610) of *Britannia*.

When dealing with the local readings with which some artifacts have become encumbered, Camden often incorporates them into his exposition, but only as a prelude to exposing their errors.22 Hence at one site in Hampshire, Camden stumbles across the local interpretation given to the hordes of Roman coins “which they terme Onions pennies. For, they dreame that this Onion was a Giant, and dwelt in this citie” (*Brit.*, 271). In such cases the antiquarian pursuit of these objects encounters a customary and site-specific understanding of their significance. The contrast is between the ongoing relationship of a community with its environment and an antiquarian project that privileges the historical moment of an artifact’s origin. Conflict between these two reading practices emerges most notably over the kind of text found in the same site as Onion’s pennies, where “There are digged up also many times inscriptions, of which the unskilfull rurall people envie us the having” (*Brit.*, 271). Opposition to the removal of these artifacts is also opposition to their transformation into a narrower form of text, detached from local custom and site. At Mynd Margan in Glamorgan, the mutual hostility between incomer and community specifically revolves around the textualization of a monumental inscription, “which whossoever shall happen to read, the ignorant common people dwelling thereabout, give it out upon a credulous errour, that hee shall be sure to die within a little while after” (*Brit.*, 644). Such examples suggest the way in which Cam-
den’s text is itself authored upon a particular reconstructive reading that claims the authoritative status of print, erasing in the process the local, collective readings of a far more present social body.

Nevertheless, despite the sense of passivity suggested in responding to the invasive force of textualization, Camden also records significant and sophisticated varieties of opposition. At Ribblechester in Lancashire, a site rich in Roman monuments, he records:

the inhabitants . . . have this hobling rhyme . . . in their mouthes.

It is written upon a wall in Rome,

Ribchester was as rich as any towne in Christendome.

(Brit., 750)

In the pointed medium of an (imagined) inscription in Rome, the verse offers a rereading of antiquarian efforts to reconstruct a classical heritage for the Lancastrian town. It highlights a divergence between the antiquarian reading, in which the inscription is useful insofar as it is able to offer a means of reconstructing the culture of the past, and the local reading upon which Camden stumbles, in which the inscriptions are part of a continuous connection with the present. Where Camden’s inscriptions speak from the past, the Ribblechester rhymers invent one which speaks of it, addressing the activities of the present. The verse’s intervention in the process of epigraphic interpretation has an active counterpart in the practice of the inhabitants, for as Camden notes, “the country folke have so disfigured the inscriptions, that although I did see many, yet could I scarce read one or two of them” (Brit., 750). There is no way of knowing what kind of disfigurement Camden came across, but it is important to note that it is the derailing of his objectives in recording Roman epigraphs which qualify it as such. Such acts might have constituted either additions to the textual and visual environment of the community or deliberate targeted interventions making significant statements.

Unquestionably, the most culturally contested sites of all were the surfaces of the early modern church, subjected as they were to iconoclastic violence throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that targeted objects ranging from statues to tomb inscriptions. While the range of targets for iconoclasm was broad, this is not to say that its activity was indiscriminate. Recent research has indicated extreme particularity in the parts of inscriptions and images selected for erasure, showing that funerary monuments and their texts were cultural forms subjected to intense scrutiny and
that their targeting was the product of a highly charged reading of the site of worship. Significantly, these attacks upon aspects of the material remains of parish history were influential in stirring antiquarians into action in the early seventeenth century. Stow’s *Survey* is again among the first and most concerted attempts to counter this loss from sight of the fabric of the past. Stow’s description of every church, and above all the scrupulous noting of church monuments, is undertaken against a vividly drawn backdrop of destruction in order to bear witness as to whether these monuments have suffered the common fate or not, as with the exception of St. Olave Upwell where “to the commendation of the Parsons and Parishioners, the monuments of the deade remayne lesse defaced then in many other” (*SL*, 1:281). Yet while Stow scoured manuscript records so as to reinscribe the names and deeds of former residents within the reader’s memory, he also famously justified omitting “manie newe monumentes” by complaining that “those men have bin the defacers of the monumentes of others, and soe [are] worthy to be deprived of that memory whereof they have injuriously robbed others.” Iconoclasm, which we might term in this context a kind of *super*-reading of acutely sensitive public places, is a form of collective reading with real potential for generating social unrest. Stow’s private admission reveals his work to be a text that carefully edits out traces of the perpetrators and their motives.

Both Stow and Camden, then, function as authors by appropriating the potential meanings of the material inscription, taking possession of the surfaces they encounter and establishing a textual authority that privileges certain reading practices. The hostile treatment of collective readings in these antiquarians’ works has its counterpart in their handling of the authorship of textual interventions in the environment. This subject comes into view in both Stow and Camden in the context of practices of memorialization, another area in which the monumental tomb was at the center of controversy. Humanist rhetoric contrasted lavish expenditure on elaborate monuments with the lasting good name that the acts of a virtuous life purchased, and this debate was influential in the development of the literary epitaph. When Camden, paying tribute to the efficacy of this mode of memorialization, devotes to them an entire section of his *Remains concerning Britain*, it is often unclear whether his examples exist in manuscript or in material form. Nevertheless, the conceptual hold of material monumentality in the period dominates even those literary epitaphs that sought to celebrate a subject whose good works had fashioned their own monument.
verses and tomb inscriptions of figures buried in St. Paul’s, the conceptual currency of the epitaph was sufficient for him to assume many to have had authoritative concrete existence, written on vellum and hung as tablets.29

The idea of the written epitaph placed in situ near the tomb is appropriated in an intervention cited by Stow as making its mark in the contested arena of funerary monuments. His description of the grandiose tomb of Sir Christopher Hatton includes the following verse written by “a merry poet” upon the wall there:

Philip and Francis have no Tombe,
For great Christopher takes all the roome. (SL, 1:338)

Aside from striking a light-hearted note rare in his discussion of church tombs, the verse recorded here offers an instance of the kind of spatial redescription which Stow in other places shows himself so keen to avoid. Resurrecting the names of Sidney and Walsingham whose tombs lie near Hatton’s, the added text turns away from the ornamental splendour of Hatton’s display toward signalling and countering the act of effacement it performs.30 Stow’s attitude toward excessive tomb expenditure is suggested by his inclusion of this mocking verse at the expense of the tomb inscription itself, but crucially Stow cites this intervention as a literary production, the work of an author.

A similar exclusivity is present in an example given by Camden from New College, Oxford, protesting in Latin against the lack of a monument to a certain Woodgate, “who bequeathed 200 pounds to one, who would not bestow a plate for his memorial.”31 Here the specific spatial resonance of this wall provides the occasion for a learned intervention that stresses its own textuality in the place where a more substantial material presence might be looked for.

The particular contested nature of monumental memorialization at this time, and its close links to the productive play on materiality undertaken within the literary epitaph, suggest a rich semiotic vein in which a carefully sited material text could profitably intervene. Among the handful of printed examples of such direct on-site interventions undertaken in the temporary medium of charcoal or chalk is one historical instance approvingly published by Camden. Rather than featuring a tomb, this example is of a Carmelite monk and one Dan Elingham engaging in a textual dialogue-on-a-wall in scholarly Latin. In this pre-Reformation example, a picture of Christ on the monastery wall provided the subject and site for rival inter-
pretations of the image. Another more recent example of adept targeting of a significant site in an interventionist text is given by Camden’s reviser John Philipot, who tells of

A Scholler and a Gentleman living in a rude Country Towne, where he had no respect, [who] wrote this with a coale in the town Hall. Subi dura a rudibus [I have undergone hardship at the hands of the rude].

Essential to the impact of this superficial text is its appropriation of a key symbolic site—the seat of civic authority—to offer a comment upon the local populace of an unspecified town and its representatives. Yet most striking of all is the opposition rehearsed, in the exclusive form of a Latin palindrome, between an individualized author and the rude masses—a label which the positioning of the text seems to suggest includes the entire provincial oligarchy. Textually framed as the product of a scholar of gentle status, this example shares with those of Stow and Camden an emphasis on authorship. All these examples are introduced in celebration of a succession of wits from a “merry poet” to the Latinate Oxford students and clerics of Camden. This focus on the elite practitioners of wall-writing does not confirm this as an elite art of course, but it does suggest an attempt to constrain the resonance of this medium within the confines of a certain form of authorship.

Contrast the impression created by these antiquarians’ examples with the widespread nature of the practice implicit in a proverb known throughout Europe at this time: “A White Wall is a fool’s paper.” Despite the cautionary and pejorative tone of the saying, its effectiveness depends upon the civic surface having sufficient recognition as a medium of textual communication to sustain the analogy. Perhaps inevitably antiquarians, who were themselves engaged in authoring works which claim authority in the interpretation of the civic and national environment, privilege the individuated author in their representations of textual interventions in the environment. Yet taken together with the hostile descriptions of local readings that register sometimes obliquely in these antiquarian accounts of the contested arena of monumental memorialization, it seems there is more at stake. The energies devoted to the censure and attempted correction of perceived errors in responding to the material environment suggest a considerable measure of anxiety over the implications of unrestrained and unsupervised readings. In such a context the appeal of the author function as a way
of containing the capacity of textual meaning to proliferate is immediately apparent. When exploring the scratching, carving, or writing up of textual interventions, this focus identifies and confines the practice within a literary model of communication between elites. The image of public textual intervention created by the antiquarian authors is thus a deliberately partial one, and in what follows I examine interventions on the civic surface which raise just those concerns that the antiquarians seek to dispel. Texts are brought to light in which it is precisely the difficulty of ascribing authorship that generates anxiety and that accounts for the effectiveness of their impact.

Acts of libel

The study of libel in the early modern period has produced a wealth of recent articles examining the composition, dissemination, and prosecution of these texts. While such work has greatly enhanced our understanding of the range of libel texts and the modes of their transmission, they have inevitably focused upon either the investigation of principally literary libels in manuscript miscellanies or on the examination of records of prosecution for libel. Despite the overwhelming importance of these studies as specific investigations, there is a danger of extrapolating from them a definition of libel that reproduces the limitations of the material under investigation. Hence, too rigid an emphasis upon the legal records may blind us to the preconditions of prosecution for libel, which necessitate both an aggrieved party and an accused individual, along with sufficiently incriminating evidence. With the exception of certain prosecutions in Star Chamber for seditious libel, such cases promote a conception of libel as consisting of an *ad hominem* attack by an individual or group. Likewise, exclusive attention to the strategies of libel verses can skew understanding of the breadth of texts construed as libel toward the self-consciously literary. Andrew McRae’s thorough investigation of the literary forms of libel verse argues that “the libel was more specifically understood to be an unauthorised and controversial text, generally in poetic form.” Generally, perhaps, but not exclusively. McRae’s working definition is nevertheless important in drawing attention to the construction of libel as produced by a reading experience—as with modern day conceptions of graffiti, libel is an effect of the categorizing process. Unlike graffiti, however, it is not action upon a site alone which defines the transgression of libel; their status as texts remains central to the perception of these interventions as unauthorized and controversial. It is
this process and the specific anxieties aroused by it that I wish to focus on here, taking as my object of study the record of the discovery of libels in the urban context of late-sixteenth-century London.

In letters between the civic authorities and the Privy Council in this period, there are numerous examples of texts discovered in London which are construed as libels. Although few would lead to prosecution, the evidence of these responses suggests that the penetration of the structures of civic authority formed one focus of the anxiety they aroused. The transgressive force of these texts and their classification as being unauthorized appear intimately connected to the manner of both their material and textual intervention in the civic environment as acts of libel. Consider the example of one such double intervention publicized by John Mylles near the time of the Essex rebellion in February 1601:

He said . . . [tha]t these wordes were written uponn Sr Robt [Cecil’]s chamber doare, at Courtt & also uponn his chamber doare or Lodging at London. vizd heare lieth the Toade at Court, & here lyeth the Toade at London.\(^{39}\)

The transgressive act undertaken is contained not in the defacement of the property but in the specific textual act of intervention that reinvents Cecil’s lodgings as a toad’s den. Not only does the inscription reveal a satirical reading of the site which is unavoidably political, but its double exposure in both London and the court raises the specter of a coordinated design in which an alternative satirical topography emerges. The appropriation of a threshold is a powerful strategy frequently deployed in libel, and its impact in reconceptualizing the space described can be effectively achieved whether through the act itself or the mere reporting of it, as appears to be the accusation Mylles is called upon to answer.\(^{40}\)

Textual interventions in the civic surface of this kind have the power to reconfigure radically the relationship between place and authority, challenging control over both the security and the significance of the civic topography. Letters from the civic authorities, notably from the different Lord Mayors to members of the Privy Council and especially to Sir Robert Cecil, reveal the sites in the city used as points for disseminating libels in the course of the 1590s and the beginning of the 1600s. In the weeks after the Essex revolt, the Lord Mayor, Sir William Rider, assiduously collected and forwarded to Cecil a series of libels notable for the manner of their attempted intervention in the cultural life of the city. Rider scrupulously
records the discovery of libels in places of public congregation about the
city, including, for example, a libel found simultaneously in both Newgate
Market and the Poultry, and another uncovered “uppon the Staires of the
Royall Exchange.”

Such points of transmission mirror those specified in the warrants
for dissemination of the Royal Proclamation, the official version of the
rebellion’s events, which was required “to be proclaimed and publiquely sett
up in the streetes in such usuall places as all her Majesty’s subjects may take
knowledge of the same.” As with Stow’s inscriptions, the proclamations of
this date reveal themselves as engaged in a contested arena, competing for
control over the dissemination of information against those “that shall give
out slanderous and undutiful words or rumours against us and our govern-
ment,” and of the vagabonds “that lie privily in corners and bad houses, lis-
tening after news and stirs, and spreading rumours and tales.” Indeed, a
further proclamation directed specifically against the perpetrators of “divers
traitorous and slanderous libels” at large in London attempted to exorcise
these troubling phantom authors by offering a £100 reward for information
leading to their identification. Yet the impact of these libel texts derived
not only from their public placement but also from a degree of penetration
that an official proclamation could not achieve. The extent to which the
libel is able to infect the civic fabric is suggested by one found in the week
after the revolt “stucke . . . betwene two bourdes in olde fishe streete.”

In by far the majority of these cases, the only surviving trace of the
libel text is the letter reporting its discovery. Nevertheless, the sheer empha-
sis placed on their permeation of civic space suggests the extent to which the
physical transgression of the libel constituted a key element in its impact.
Where the doorway, as noted above, was a common site for public posting
of libels appropriating physical space, the threshold between the domestic
interior and the street presented another possibility for transgressive pene-
tration and was a frequent site of discovery. James Knowles has recently
demonstrated how the casting of the infamous York House libel of Francis
Bacon into the space of the household resonated with its textual accusation
of sodomy. In the fraught atmosphere of the 1590s, the targeting of civic
officials could expose more directly the vulnerability of both the leading cit-
izens and the authority they represented. Multiple examples exist of libels
such as that “founde under Sr Richard Martyn his dore” in 1595 or the
“sedytuous lybell lately throwen under my Lorde Mayors gate” in 1586. The
permeability of a more secure interior was demonstrated by that “taken
up with in the Warders room before the Tower gate by on[e] Proby Under-
porter thear.” An example of a dual violation of the domestic and the defensive spheres is provided by the libel found in the house of “one Iohn Cooke dwellinge with in Newgate. . . . Cooke sayth his servant George Zacharye about nyne of the clock the last night goynge to make clean his entrie, and to shutt in his utter dore, found the same cast into the entrie.” The juxtaposition of the acts of cleaning and securing the house with the discovery of the libel underlines the invasive force of this anonymous act and the powerlessness of the recipients to resist its assault on the integrity of city and home.

In the nervous atmosphere attaching to the threat of civic unrest, the capacity of the anonymous libel to permeate boundaries operates as a potent signifier of the city’s vulnerability to attack from an invisible enemy. Alongside the libel’s persistent ability to expose sites of weakness in the city’s defences, it also succeeds in infiltrating official networks of communication. Thus William Rider is obliged to admit to Cecil that a “lewd libell was put into my handes as I came this forenoon from [th]e Cessions by on[e] that named him self servant to the right honorable my Lo. Admirall w[hich] I receaved thinking it had ben a lettre & when I came home finding it to be a libell & looking for the partie that browght it he was not to be found.”

The impersonation of authority undertaken here in broad daylight at the very heart of the city not only challenges the security of the channels of communication through which the Lord Mayor advises Cecil of his concerns, it also affords a tantalizing glimpse of the perpetrators themselves, who are able to engage in social interaction with the mayor and then slip back into anonymity. Such a close encounter with the libel’s elusive and here effortlessly adaptable producers draws attention to the way in which the libel frustrates attempts to locate the source of its threat.

If it is the manner of the libel’s textual and spatial intervention in the city which constitutes the transgressive act, it is the anonymity of this operation that renders the threat unquantifiable. The libel appears to offer a material trace of one who has been present, but without an individual suspect, the potential culprits remain indeterminate. The compulsion to recover an author thus fulfills a dual need to produce a prosecutable individual while restraining the capacity of the authorless text to signify rebellion without limit. Attempts to embody the threat behind the posted paper libel text in the form of an individual author relied on identifying the scribal hand from the textual trace. The extent to which this anxiety might override the dangers of dissemination is indicated by the preservation in situ of a libel in 1587 in order that “whosoever can discover the writer . . . by a viewe
of the handwritinge . . . may repaire to the Roiall Exchaundge,” where the offending article “remayneth openly to be seene.”51 With little definite information, however, an investigation of authorship often could be no more than speculative and imaginative interpretation of the libel’s salient features on the part of those already anxiously fearing the worst. Lord Mayor Stacey, considering the text found at the Tower gate, surmises:

The Libell as may bee coniectured by the stile & manner of writ- ing & the place whear it was found seemeth to have been devised by soom Apprentizes of St Catherins or thearabouts, or by some other lewd & discontented person that couldbe content to see soon stirre & disturbance within this citie & common wealth.52

In attempting to ascertain the producers of the libel, the content, in which “mention [is] made of the late iustice doon against those disordered persons Apprentizes,” the style of writing, “somewhat hard to bee picked ownt,” and the place in which it was displayed all play a part in Stacey’s considerations. Based on an obscure textual trace, the conclusion of collective authorship by either the apprentices or some other party interested in unrest links the vulnerability of the public site to a social group defined by the latent threat to authority it is perceived to represent. In the absence of an author, then, anxieties over unrest supply the image of popular revolt to fill the void.

The process by which such fears take shape is exemplified by one of the few letters recording the detection of a libel to survive with the libel text intact. In an incident datable to a little over a week after the events of the Essex rebellion, the bishop and city councillors of Salisbury report to Cecil the following discovery:

this present day in the open markett place of the Cittie of Sarum was found a sedicious and as we thinke a traiterous writinge beinge written as it seemeth in a counterfaite and ragged hande, w[ich] we detayne uppon farther examinacion of handes, the true coppie whereof we have here inclosed, sent. [A]nd although the author of it cannot yet be founde . . . Yet we have caused search to be made, and have sett watch and ward through the whole Cittie, w[ith] purpose to continewe the same w[ith] our uttermost dilligence.53

Along with the now familiar details of the libel’s intervention in the “open” heart of the city, the report emphasizes the effort to locate an author based
on scrutiny of the handwriting. This detail, common to many of the letters of discovery in London, is virtually the sole strategy available to forge a link between the material text and a prosecutable individual. Here, however, as with the Tower gate libel, the scribal hand appears deliberately executed to frustrate detection, another instance of the libel’s ability to adopt an untraceable guise. This single unascribable document, a copy of which was transported eighty miles to the Privy Council post haste in under twenty hours, had sufficient impact to raise security levels to a state of armed alert. In the light of this response, the original brief text that prompted such dramatic activity deserves some attention:

Ye noble Earles it is a greafe to our harts cominge from Sea to heare this newes that thou noble Essex shouldest be so rewarded for thy viage into Cales and Ireland feare not; Ingland & Scotland will revenge shortlie thy quarrell for in everie Cittie I have companie Spaine.54

At first sight, it seems remarkable that a text such as this should generate such consternation, but this is no doubt to underestimate the anxieties upon which it feeds. For the authorities at least, it functions as the quintessential unauthorized and controversial text, adopting the textual position of an intercepted communication between rival authorities that reveals the hidden transcript of seditious voices. The unlikely coalition evoked here concentrates diverse potential threats to the state, activating fears over national security which the Essex rebellion had served to exacerbate. In doing so, the libel configures nation and city to produce a silent and invisible presence, a waiting army that remains undetected and seemingly unaffected by efforts to re-enlist their loyalties as good subjects. A central factor producing this reading and the response it generated is the inability to limit either the subject or object of the text to a particular author or targeted addressee. Instead, it functions for those in authority, troubled by the impossibility of ascertaining the state of mind of those under their rule, as a wandering signifier implicating all whose allegiance is suspected.

I have tried to outline some of the ways in which the anonymous libel text intervenes in civic space both textually and materially, and to show how the authorless text can play upon the imaginations of the city’s governors. Just how fertile a sign the anonymous libel could be is shown by one particular incident in which an extreme vision of the city’s vulnerability to
unrest was generated by news of a prospective libellous intervention in the space of the city. Of all the references to seditious libels surrounding the Essex rebellion, none better illustrates the complicity of the authorities in imagining the prospect of rebellion than the plot attributed to the London apprentices, and “uncovered” in the week after the revolt. Not only were the apprentices a frequent focus for anxiety over civic unrest (witness the earlier suspicions of Lord Mayor Stacey cited above), their allegiance to the Crown was also doubted given the popularity Essex was believed to enjoy amongst their ranks. No libel text survives, and the only evidence of the plot occurs in a summary of the examination of three suspects. In this text, detailed plans are laid out for an uprising that fulfills the worst fears of the authorities. The key objectives of this rebellion were to have been the seizure of the gates, prisons, churches, armorer’s shops, and powder stores, before an attempt was to be made on the Tower in the company of a hostaged Lord Mayor. The end of the plot was to have seen the release of the earl of Essex and his presentation before the queen to reconcile their differences. At just this time leading participants in the failed Essex rebellion were confessing in the Tower the details of the Drury House conference. The testimony they gave of intentions to seize sites in the city and force access to the queen would be used at the earl’s trial to demonstrate premeditated treason. In their detail, the plans attributed to the London apprentices conform with remarkable symmetry to those of the Drury House conspirators. They also dovetail in more than coincidental exactness with security measures that had just been taken to defend precisely those points of weakness identified in this projected second rising. It thus seems highly probable that the confessions exacted from the three “principall agents and plotters” were produced as much by the expectations of their examiners as by the consciences of the accused—especially when one considers that libel texts occupied center stage in the mooted revolt and appear to have been the only material evidence for the pretended actions of the rebels.

They intended to draw their company together by Libells, w[ith] hope to have: 5000 persons. Two Libells made, but none of those published. Some others dispersed, but the Authors not yett known.56

It is no small testimony to contemporary faith in the potency of libels that so massive a mobilization of insurgents could creditably be expected from some few libel texts. It is even more powerful an example of the productive capacity of the absence of an author in the imaginations of the examiners.
that a community of rebellious interests could be read into the shadows behind the anonymous hand.
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